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THIS is a splendid time of the year; butnot for scholastic attainments. Who
among us is not looking forward to the ap-
proaching vacation without keen anticipation?
Who is not dreaming of the last recitation?
who does not continually waste hours plan-
ning how the days from December 22nd until
January 3rd may best be spent? The faculty
may coax, cajole, and even threaten, but their
efforts are to no avail. The Holidays are at
hand!
But calm your fears, worthy faculty, when
our reprieve is at an end the pendulum shall
swing back. When we return it shall be to
embark upon the school year of 1917. We
shall be filled with new resolutions, new
hopes, new ideas. After all, tho the winter
vacation may have its pleasures, is there any-
thing quite so good as coming back to one's
work with fresh hopes, greater courage, and
higher aims?
We are all human. We all inherit that
tendency to grow careless and neglectful of
what should be done, and so we can all be
thankful that at least once a year we are sur-
rounded by an atmosphere which lifts us out
of the rut into which we annually lapse.
We welcome the approaching holidays as
the best time of the year, and to our readers
we extend our most hearty wishes for a Merry
Christmas, and a Bright, Prosperous, and
Successful New Year.
OFTEN there comes to us, down thru theechoes of the years that have gone be-
fore, stories and traditions of the past; how
this class dealt with "Doe's" laboratory, how
that class gained their fame in fistic combat
with the cohorts of I. S. N. S., and how this
other class lost honor by failing to carry out
a plot to dynamite the shops. Truly, Rose can
boast of some marvelous classes; classes com-
posed of sharks, classes made up of athletes,
classes of most radical non-grinds, and classes
of gentlemanly scholars.
But looking at it from an unbiased point of
view, and taking into consideration every
quality which gives a class the right to bid
for fame, it seems that '92 has a right to head
the list •of famous classes.
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This book, itself, owes its existence to '92,
the Modulus is similarly indebted, and if it is
for the exciting happenings of those old times
that you are anxious, just drop in and talk to
Doctor Johonnott, who followed a year behind
them.
The school was young when this class en-
tered, but she was a class not to be daunted.
She did her duty. Many an old legend and
tradition can be traced back to her. That is
why we pricked up our ears when we heard of
a reunion in the spring. '92 is still at it! No
Rose class has ever before held a twenty-fifth
year reunion, but according to Milton L. Ogles-
by, who but recently paid us a visit, that will
not prevent '92 from going ahead and making
history of her own.
Time may do much, but there are some
things that cannot be changed even with time.
AN article somewhat out of the ordinary hasbeen contributed this month by G. F.
Nicholson, '06. This article regards the muni-
cipal port of Seattle, its scope, what has been
accomplished in the past few years by those
backing the project, and what is to be accom-
plished in the future. Altho the handling
of local and world commerce by municipal
bodies has been taken up extensively during
the past few years, and there is a comparative-
ly large number of similar organizations
operating under municipal guidance on both
coasts, the birth of the movement is of com-
paratively recent date; and the ordinary in-
dividual knows very little of what is being ac-
complished by them.
Mr. Nicholson heads the executive staff of
the Port of Seattle, holding the position of
Chief Engineer.
WE present as an Alumni article thismonth, "The Use of Peat in Commer-
cial Fertilizer." This paper was presented be-
fore the American Peat Society, at Detroit,
Michigan, by H. E. Wiedemann, '03, and altho
being of somewhat more interest to the Chem-
ists than those of our readers engaged in other
work, it contains an interesting discussion of
fertilizers which can be appreciated by any
reader.
Mr. Wiedemann was a resident of Terre
Haute up until the time of his graduation, but
is now located at St. Louis, Mo., as a consult-
ing chemist.
NOTICE TO ALUMNI AND STUDENTS.
In response to the request inserted in the
November Technic, several of the back num-
bers desired have been turned in. Those still
missing are:
Vol. XVIII Nos. 1 and 2.
Vol. XX, Index.
Vol. XXI, Index.
Fifty cents per copy will be paid for any
of these missing numbers.
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The Use of Peat in Commercial Fertilizer
By H. E. WIEDEMANN, '03
(Presented Before the American Peat Society at Detroit. Mich.)
MANY users of fertilizer material and alarge part of the general public think
that all commercial fertilizers contain a large
percentage of material which has no plant
food value and which has been added solely
to make weight and bulk. They think that
everything in a bag of fertilizer which is
neither nitrogen, phosphoric acid, nor potash,
consists of this inert material commonly called
"filler,!' and that the consumer must therefore
pay for a quantity of worthless material to get
a few pounds of food for his crops.
As a matter of fact, this so-called filler is
present because it was put there by nature
and is a necessary part of the chemical com-
pounds which contain the essential plant-food
elements.
Should we want to apply 100 pounds of ni-
trogen to a certain amount of land we cannot
apply pure nitrogen for it is a gas and can
neither be applied to the soil or used as a food
by the plants.
To overcome this nature (and now man)
combines this gaseous nitrogen with various
other elements and gives us chemical com-
pounds in a solid form which we can use and
which the plants can assimilate.
If we consider Chili Saltpeter, or sodium
nitrate, we find only a little over 16% is ni-
trogen and that in order to get the 100 pounds
we want to apply to the soil it will be neces-
sary to add somewhat more than 607 pounds
of the solid sodium nitrate. Would it be cor-
nest to call the 507 pounds of inert material
a "make weight" filler?
Phosphoric acid would 'absolutely destroy
plant life if applied to the soil undiluted and
we use it as prepared by nature in combina-
tion with other elements, in the form of bone
or rock phosphate.
Potassium is a metal which will float on
water, and which when brought into contact
with water bursts into flame with a violent ex-
plosion. Surely we can not use this to feed
plants! Nature has again provided us with
compounds containing this valuable element
in an easily manipulated form, such as potas-
sium chloride and sulphate, which contain in-
ert substances together with the potassium.
In a ton of 3-9-3 fertilizer there are 300
pounds of plant food, yet the 1700 pounds of
salts, organic matter, etc., which are present,
are needed to contain these 300 pounds of
necessary material. And unless this so-called
inert material were present the concentration
of the essential elements would destroy all
forms of plant life. While the presence of
this material is necessary no manufacturer is
going to use too much of it and therefore not
give the consumer the value of his purchase
price, for all sales as you know, are based on
the actual amount of plant food present as de-
termined by analysis and it would be suicidal
for a fertilizer mixer to add so much filler
that the mix becomes of no value as a ferti-
lizer.
• I think therefore we are safe in assuming
that a diluent, filler, or carrier by whatever
term you want to call it, is necessary in a
complete commercial fertilizer. The question
now arises what is the most suitable substance
to use for this purpose. • •
Numerous substances have been used most
of which have had no value as a plant food and
some of which have contained material which
has a deleterious effect upon the growth of
plants. We will not dwell upon the various
fillers at this time, but will consider for a mo-
ment the material which has been found em-
inently satisfactory for this purpose, i. e.
peat.
The use of powdered peat as a filler permits
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of the use of substances in commercial fertil-
izers which could not be used otherwise.
There are many kinds of waste matter from
the packing plants which could not be used in
fertilizer unless in conjunction with peat, be-
cause they are hygroscopic and absorb mois-
ture from the air, and either cake into hard
masses, or give off offensive odors thus indicat-
ing decay. When animal matter decays its
nitrogenous matter, which makes it of value
as a fertilizer, passes into the air as gas and
thus is lost. Peat not only prevents to a large
extent such decomposition, but acts as an ab-
sorbent when decomposition does occur and
retains the valuable gases which thus pass
from the animal matter into the peat and are
still available for plant food when the ferti-
lizer is applied to the soil.
The concentrated tankage or so-called
"stick" which is prepared in meat packing
establishments by evaporating the water from
the tanks in which the tallow and grease is
cooked, has as you know been used for many
years to increase the nitrogen content of fer-
tilizers. This material is a dry solid powder
when first prepared but it is extremely hy-
groscopic and soon absorbs moisture from the
air becoming very sticky and finally coalesc-
ing into one solid mass the size of which de-
pends only on the size of the pile of stick.
After a time it was found that by adding a
small amount of copperas to the water be-
fore it was evaporated this action could be
overcome to some extent. Recently, however,
stick has been found to be a valuable mater-
ial in tankage used for stock food. Copperas
would be injurious if used in a food to the
extent that it is used in stick so it became
necessary to find a suitable substitute. This
has been found in peat. In fact peat is an
improvement—for stick made with the admix-
ture of peat remains in much better mechani-
cal condition than when copperas is used.
The improved method of producing con-
centrated tankage consists in evaporating the
tank-water to a suitable consistency in vac-
uum pans, adding about forty per cent peat
and then mixing with the regular tankage
just before it enters the dryers. This gives a
uniform product of excellent mechanical con-
dition and rich in ammonia. If the material
is to be used in stock food it will contain noth-
ing injurious.
Many of our larger cities are utilizing the
garbage- for the production of grease and
tankage. Garbage tankage is a very low grade
of fertilizer material not only on account of
its low ammonia content, but also on account
of its peculiar mechanical condition. It is so
very light and fluffy that it is hard to incor-
porate in a complete fertilizer. Experience has
shown that if peat is added to the garbage
tankage as it enters the dryers a greatly im-
proved product is obtained in the way of its
mechanical condition, and in the ease with
which it is mixed with the other material. It
is found also that the presence of peat in the
tankage as it goes through the dryers over-
comes to a large extent the burning of parti-
cles of the material in the dryers and elimi-
nates the resultant bad odor arising therefrom
which has been the cause of much complaint
and many law suits wherever garbage has been
reduced.
It has been found that the use of peat in
the preparation of fertilizer from fish is of
advantage in that it improves the physical
condition of the scrap—prevents the disagree-
able odor—and reduces the danger of fire.
Fish scrap contains a considerable amount of
oil and many fires are produced in the store
houses on account of the oxidizing and heating
action of this oil in contact with the organic
matter of the fish scrap. When peat is added
this oil is largely absorbed into the peat and
retained in such a manner that the chances
of fire from spontaneous combustion are very
materially reduced. This absorbing action also
accounts for the retention and elimination of
much of the "fishy" odor which is always asso-
ciated with fish fertilizers. The improved
physical condition results from the dry pul-
verant action of the peat. Fish scrap which
has peat mixed with it will adapt itself to me-
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chanical mixing with other fertilizer mater-
ials much more satisfactorily than will scrap
that contains no peat.
By far the most extensive use of peat as a
filler is in the manufacture of finished com-
mercial fertilizers. Its advantages in this
connection are numberless.
Acid phosphate or acidulated rock has a
marked tendency to cake and is handled with
extreme difficulty. This disagreeable feature
is augmented when the material is used "green"
or before it has had an opportunity of becom-
ing thoroughly dry before use, a condition
which often arises in a busy fertilizer plant.
When the caking action has taken place the
material will not flow from the bagging ma-
chine, neither can it be used in a drill when
applied to the soil. This is overcome by the
use of peat.
Even if the acidulated rock is "green" the
addition of peat will overcome any tendency to
cake; the fertilizer may be bagged without
any inconvenience and may be easily drilled.
This improvement being due to the physical
nature of the peat and for the reasons herein-
before described.
Agriculturalists, after having used a ferti-
lizer which meets their requirements, desire
naturally the same grade of material in future
shipments. Among other properties they note
the color of the product and many of them
insist on the same color from year to year—
thinking of course that the same grade of fer-
tilizer should always be of the same color.
While we know that the efficiency of a plant
food is not influenced by its color, it is never-
theless good policy to produce material of
uniform appearance. Manufacturers who have
used peat in their finished product find that
this otherwise difficult problem of uniform
color is easily solved. The peat being of a
black shade neutralizes any color which may
be due to other materials present and, the fer-
tilizer as sold has always the same appearance.
This, of course, is of minor importance but it
is worth bearing in mind.
In the above discussion we have dwelt on
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the use of peat in fertilizer material as a
filler. We now come to the consideration of
the more important and valuable property of
peat, namely, its value as a plant food.
Over this subject many long and may I say
bitter, controversies have raged. These objec-
tions and oppositions were no doubt sincere but
were based on inconclusive evidence, ignor-
ance, or prejudice, and I am glad to say that
fertilizer authorities have now been convinced
that peat when properly prepared has actual
plant food value and that its use as a fertilizer
is not fraudulent. Ten or twelve years ago
no state which had fertilizer control would
allow it to be used in commercial fertilizers
registered in that state. By analyses, experi-
ments, and actual proof, these officials have
gradually been convinced that the material
has value and at the present time there is no
state in the Union which prohibits its use as
a fertilizer. As some one has aptly said its
"just a question of convincement."
In the latter part of the year 1906 this dis-
cussion of admitting peat fertilizer was being
carried on by many manufacturers and state
officials. A letter which came to my attention
from a state chemist to a peat manufacturer
contained the following sentence in conclu-
sion: "Still I am free to say to you that I
can not see any way by which this material
of yours can be allowed to be put on sale in
this market."
Another letter from a state chemist a year
earlier contained the following which I want
to quote at this time to indicate to you the
marked reversal of opinion on this subject
when the truth was developed. This letter
was written before officials were familiar with
the action of peat. "Your representative
stated that it was used largely as a filler and
was therefore of great benefit to the farming
interest and was certainly far superior to
cinder and other worthless material used as
filler in fertilizers. I replied to him as I do
to you, that when we analyze a fertilizer con-
taining nitrogen we get all the nitrogen out
of it, and calculating the commercial value of
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the fertilizer, we do so at the rate assigned to
the grade of nitrogen such as that from cot-
ton seed meal or blood. Consequently if a
part of the nitrogen in a mixed fertilizer has
been derived from peat, it will have too high
a value assigned to it, and the farmer who
buys it will be defrauded, as he buys the goods
with the idea that all plant food he pays for
is immediately available. If it did not con-
tain any nitrogen at all, then its use might be
allowed as a filler in common with other
worthless filler materials. If the manufactur-
ers could be expected to state when he regis-
ters his fertilizer that such a percent of nitro-
gen in his fertilizer is worthless, that might
alter conditions, but we have not yet arrived
at this point and do not expect the manufac-
turer to make any such statement. I there-
fore consider the use of dried muck as a filler
in fertilizers as a most insidious form of adul-
teration, simply because in the routine analyses
of the laboratory all .of the worthless nitrogen
put in there as muck is calculated as though it
were of the best grade and that value assigned
to it in our printed bulletin. I expect to keep a
sharp lookout for this material this year and
we will certainly publish any fertilizer firms
mixing it in their goods and exclude their
goods from sale in this state."
The author of this letter had not done any
work on peat at the time the letter was writ-
ten, and he referred, in the letter, to some
work that was done by an investigator some
years before. The results of this investigation
have since been proven erroneous for com-
mercial peat as we now know it. He (the
author of the letter) has since, however, con-
ducted a series of experiments himself and
has studied the work of other recent investi-
gators and now not only allows the use of
peat as a filler in fertilizers, but as a fertilizer
itself, and gives credit in his bulletins for all
the nitrogen contained in the peat. I may
say also that he is now one of the most enthu-
siastic advocates of the use of peat as a plant
food.
One of the most important series of exiieri-
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ments carried out with the view of determin-
ing the suitability of peat as a fertilizer was
conducted by the Agricultural Department of
the State of North Carolina. In one series
of tests peat was used as the source of nitro-
gen and in the other dried blood was the only
nitrogen carrying ingredient. The two crops,
corn and cotton, were used for the test with
the following results:
Plat No. 1 was unfertilized and was used
as a control. The yield was 670 pounds of
seed cotton.
Plat No. 2 was treated with:
200 lbs. acid phosphate.
50 lbs. manure salts.
350 lbs. peat (containing 9.52 lbs. nitro-
gen.)
Yield was 1025 pounds of seed cotton.
Plat No. 3 was treated with:
200 lbs. acid phosphate.
50 lbs. manure salts.
71.1 lbs. dried blood (containing 9.95 lbs.
nitrogen.)
Yield was 980 lbs. of seed cotton.
This indicates that the peat with 0.43 pounds
less nitrogen than contained in the blood pro-
duced 45 lbs. more seed cotton. The peat pro-
duced a gain over the untreated plat of a lit-
tle over 37 pounds of cotton per pound of ni-
trogen, while the dried blood produced a gain
of only a little more than 31 pounds per pound
of nitrogen.
Plat No. 4 was also unfertilized and was
used as a control in the tests with corn. The
yield on this plat was 11.6 bushels of shelled
corn.
Plat No. 5 was treated with:
150 lbs. acid phosphate.
35 lbs. manure salts.
150 lbs. peat (containing 4.8 lbs. of ni-
trogen.)
Yield was 22.5 bushels of shelled corn.
Plat No. 6 was treated with:
150 lbs. acid phosphate.
35 lbs. manure salts.
64 lbs. dried blood (containing 8.96 lbs.
of nitrogen.)
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Yield was 27.6 bushels of shelled corn.
The peat used which contained 4.16 lbs. less
nitrogen than the blood produced only 5.1
bushels less corn. The peat produced a gain
over the untreated plat of 2.3 bushels corn per
pound of nitrogen while the dried blood
showed a gain of only 1.8 bushels per pound
of nitrogen.
These results which are so favorable to peat
must be considered as authentic for they were
obtained by very careful work on the part of
a state experiment station and are absolutely
without bias. When these figures, together
with others of equal authenticity, were pre-
sented to the various state officials they all
(even those who were at first skeptical)
acknowledged the plant food value of the ni-
trogen content of peat and allowed the ma-
terial to be sold as a fertilizer in their re-
spective states.
One official, on receiving a copy of this re-
port said, "As you have submitted to us satis-
factory evidence of the availability of the ni-
trogen in your special make of muck or dried
peat, we herewith withdraw the embargo laid
on it some years since and grant you permis-
sion to sell the same within the limits of this
state."
Dried blood has always been considered the
best form in which to apply nitrogen to the
soil for plant food and we can hardly expect
the remarkable results obtained in the tests
just described to be due to the increased effi-
ciency of the nitrogen of the peat over that
contained in the blood, and we must look else-
where for an explanation, i. e. to the humus
content or organic matter of the peat and the
bacterial action, in conjunction with the nitro-
gen content.
It is well known that the nutrition of a plant
depends, not only upon the supply of mineral
food elements, but also upon the presence of
certain accessory organic food substances,
very small amounts of which are sufficient to
satisfy the needs of the plants. This subject
is now being investigated in England, and
among other materials they are studying the
action of the humus of peat in connection with
this property of supplying organic food sub-
stances. We may expect valualA informa-
tion from this source later.
At the meeting of the American Peat
Society, in Duluth, Mr. H. C. Thomp-
son presented a paper on the use of peat
in growing greenhouse crops in which he de-
scribed experiments which led him to the con-
clusion that peat is a very satisfactory and
valuable material for that purpose. He says
"The indications are that a good type of muck
soil can be used as a substitute for a part or
all of the manure with very satisfactory re-
sults." He also says that uncultivated or raw
muck soil gave much lower yields than the
cultivated peat soil. This has also been found
to be true in Illinois.
Part of a deposit of peat near Manito, Illi-
nois, has been in continuous cultivation since
1885, and peat from this portion of the de-
posit is richer in plant food and gives better
yields when used as a fertilizer than similar
peat which has never been under cultivation.
This difference in value is no doubt due to the
improved physical condition of the soil and
to the presence of beneficial bacteria.
It is the practice, therefore, at this plant to
keep all of the soil under cultivation except
that portion from which the peat is being re-
moved. After a particular field is worked
over and all the (at present) valuable mater-
ial has been removed the soil is again put un-
der cultivation and after a number of years,
by proper manipulation the surface again con-
sists of marketable peat, well decomposed and
with a four per cent. nitrogen content on a
dry basis. This indicates that the cultivation
of peat land enriches its value as a plant food.
The deposit of peat to which I have refer-
red is evidently heavily impregnated with
bacterial forms of life, some of them being in
such numbers that a visible effect is seen in
the form of a white mould, and some of which
may have, to a limited extent, the power of fix-
ing atmospheric nitrogen. Several years ago
a fire destroyed one of the storage houses at
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this plant, and for two years the peat that
was in storage at the time of the fire was al-
lowed to remain in the open unprotected from
the weather. This material was carefully
analyzed daily as it was stored, and at the end
of two years when it was sold an analysis
was again made on each carload. During this
period a gain in the nitrogen content equiva-
lent to 0.3% ammonia was noted. This occur-
rence conclusively refutes the statement some-
times made that peat loses in value when ex-
posed to the weather, and it also indicates the
possibility of a nitrifying action on the part
of the peat bacteria.
• Many manufacturers, and some users, of
commercial fertilizers have been skeptical as
to the value of peat on account of the fact
that by the ordinary and well known chem-
ical methods of determining the availability of
the nitrogen in organic material only one-
third to one-half of the nitrogen in peat i§
shown to be available. This is a false position
to take for these methods are only empirical
and the actual nature of the complicated com-
pounds in which nitrogen exists in peat is
unknown or only surmised. The only correct
means of determining this availability con-
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sists in making actual growing tests and
studying the yields obtained. When this is
done with properly prepared peat the results
are out of all proportion to what might be ex-
pected from a study of the chemical analysis
for availability, and until these compounds
are known and their action on plants, to-
gether with the action of -the compounds
formed by them during their decomposition
in the soil, has been determined, the question
of the availability of pe'at as a plant food
can not be completely understood. It is a
fact that until recently practically every ex-
perimenter with peat as a fertilizer began his
work with the notion that peat would never
take the place of other nitrogen bearing com-
pounds, this idea being based on the results
of chemical analyses which always showed a
low percentage of available nitrogen. As he
began to compare his yields from the plats
treated with peat with plats treated with the
old "stand-bys" his eyes were opened.
This work has been steadily going• on and
the use of peat is constantly increasing, until
now many fertilizer manufacturers use it as
the only source of nitrogen in many of their
brands of fertilizers:
THE POTENTIAL VALUE OF ENGINEERING GRADUATES.
The unskilled workman earns annually,
on the average about 
The non-technical but trade-trained man
earns annually, on the average about.
The technically-trained graduate of our
engineering colleges earns annually, on
the average, at least 
This is a gain over the trade-trained
man, per year, of at least 
This may properly be credited to the
$500 result of his engineering training;
and, assuming that the demand for
800 his services fixes his rate of compensa-
tion as a money measure of his money
value to society, this means that, capi-
3,000 talized at 4 per cent, he has an in-
creased potential value to the commu-
2,200 nity of   55,000
—The Polytechnic.
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A MUNICIPAL PORT
By G. F. NICHOLSON, .06
IF the United States hopes to "skim the
cream" from the world wide trade which
the belligerent nations of Europe have always
regarded as their very own, there must be de-
veloped in this country a purpose of unity and
endeavor and an expansion in foreign com-
merce of which the people of this country just
now have but the vaguest ideas.
I do not believe our exporters, importers
and bankers quite realize that the Holland
overseas trust and the Scandinavian steamship
corporations have so widely extended their
operations in the past few months as to indi-
cate the intention of seizing all the world
commerce possible, while the belligerents are
carrying on their deadly nation destroying
struggle.
The United States is in a position to cut into
this big melon and by co-operating with the
other neutral powers, can surely expand its
commerce beyond the dreams of the most opti-
mistic hope of the men of finance in this coun-
try who have seriously applied themselves and
their money to the situation, for the simple
fact that the British merchant marine, for the
greater part., is now being used for the trans-
fer of munitions and armies, while the German
merchant ships are interned. The United
States government has made a fine start in
the organization of the American Interna-
tional Corporation with a capital of $50,000,-
000.00 and more back of it, but our shipping
bill will have to be changed to a great extent
before material results can be accomplished.
Up to date there has been naturally a very
marked increase in shipping and to take care
of this, we must have proper modern shipping
facilities.
Unquestionably, the building of the great
Isthmian Canal at Panama, which quickened
the maritime interest of the American people
and the desire to win in the rivalry with the
other Pacific Coast ports were the leading
causes for public harbor development in the
city of Seattle. Another reason for the demand
of port improvements was the evident deter-
mination of the United States Government to
construct a Federal railway system in Alaska
at a cost of probably $40,000,000.00. The de-
velopment of commerce with Japan, Russia
and the Philippines reawakened the dream of
Seattle's pioneers, of witnessing an enormous
trans-Pacific trade with the teeming millions
of foreign people. This has come to a realiza-
tion as in the last few months the increase of
traffic has been tremendous.
It has only been in the last few years that
harbor development and the handling of local
and world commerce has been taken up exten-
sively by municipal bodies. New York, Bos-
ton, New Orleans, San Francisco and Van-
couver, B. C., stand out as being foremost in
this new movement and records show they
have made a pronounced success. In some dis-
tricts, the financial problems have been hand-
led by the county, but the states of Louisiana
and California :nd the Dominion of Canada
carry the obligation that must be incurred in
the building of docks and warehouses. There
is a movement on foot now urging state con-
trol of the properties of the Port of Seattle
as the burden the county tax payers must bear
in carrying the expense incident to the invest-
ment of large sums in sites and structures is
too heavy.
In this article, I will only attempt to de-
scribe in a general way what has been accom-
plished by Seattle spirit, but hope in the near
future to be able to go more in detail and tell
of the many difficulties encountered in water-
front engineering.
The City of Seattle is blessed with a won-
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derful inside harbor, which the United States
Government hasn't been asked to spend a dol-
lar on. It consists of ten miles of deep sea
frontage besides two large lakes connected to
the bay with a canal which beyond doubt has
been one of the many causes of the growth of a
city of 80,000 population in 1900 to its present
350,000.
The Port of Seattle District is co-terminous
with King County and was created by vote of
the people in September, 1911. Port affairs are
administered by a separate municipal corpora-
tion superimposed on the city and county, but
independent of both. The governing body
consists of three members elected by a vote of
the entire county for terms of three years, so
arranged that one commissioner retires every
year and they are obliged to serve without com-
pensation. The Port of Seattle is the only or-
ganization of its kind in the United States.
Now to what has been accomplished in the
past five years. The seaport par excellence of
the Pacific bent her splendid energies in the
form of a comprehensive system of new, mo-
dern, commodious public wharves, transit
sheds, warehouses, ferries and other rail and
water transfer and terminal facilities.
Six months after the Port was organized, a
bond issue of $6,300,000 was authorized by vote,
and since then, an orderly and rapid progress
has been made, but not without a great deal of
opposition from the private ownership of rail
and water terminal locations.
Twelve units have been constructed and put
into service, and I will explain each unit
" briefly, and together with the accompanying
illustrations the reader can obtain some idea
of the vastness of the many projects con-
structed by the Port of Seattle.
1. Smith's Cove, lumber, heavy machinery
and general merchandise Terminal, is one mile
long and the largest pier on the Pacific. It
is equipped with three miles of public railway
switches, a $40,000 gantry traveling crane,
which is electrically driven and lighted for
night loading, a $12,500 100-ton shear leg der-
rick and two locomotive cranes of 15 and 35
ton capacities. Two sheds of 140,000 square
feet, protected by an automatic sprinkler sys-
tem, supply a large aiea for dry storage of lum-
ber, bag grain, salmon and general merchan-
dise. The otoen wharf has proven advanta-
geous for the trans-shipment and storage of
lumber, coal, logs, rails and machinery. At pres-
SMITH'S COVE TERMINAL, SHOWING SHEDS IN BACKGROUND
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ent two underground 8,000 barrel concrete oil
storage tanks are now being built to take care
of the oil trade which is comparatively a new
business in this Port, and it is certain that
more tanks will be necessary to take care of
the large volume of business. Eight different
kinds of fish oil are handled besides cocoanut
oil shipped from the Philippines and soya
bean oil shipped from Japan. The Mitsui
Company of Japan alone have guaranteed the
Port shipments equal to 10,000 gallons of this
latter oil, which is being used mostly in the
manufacture of soap in the United States, and
a good share of it is acquired by the Proctor
& Gamble Company.
2. Bell Street Public Wharf and Transit
Shed is a two story sprinkler protected wharf
with nearly 1,200 feet of deep water frontage
and has been called upon to serve every
character of craft from brick barges to the
steamship "Minnesota," the largest American
freight carrier afloat. The shed is equipped
with three Barlow marine elevators so ar-
ranged as to be lowered to the water's edge at
any stage of the tide, enabling vessels to
easily load or discharge freight from port
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hatches. Each elevator has a lifting capacity
of ten tons. Five public spurs connect the
wharf with four transcontinental railway
tracks running parallel to the water front.
The service of this terminal has been selected
by the Alaskan Engineering Commission for
the assembling of supplies for shipment to
Alaska in connection with the Federal railway
system.
3. The Bell Street concrete warehouse is
the home of the Port Commission, their offices
being situated on the fourth floor of the half
million dollar building. The six story ware-
house and cold storage plant is two city blocks
long and eighty feet wide. About three-quar-
ters of the building comprises the ordinary
warehouse section and about thirty strictly
modern offices occupy the fourth floor. The
remainder of the building, constitutes a cold
storage plant for the conservation of perish-
able products which is one of the great prob-
lems affecting the high cost of living as well
as the prosperity of the producer. It has
twenty-one compartments of sizes ranging;
from 3,000 to 34,500 cubic feet, and the tem-
perature of each room is controlled indepen-
BELL STREET PUBLIC TERMINAL.
Warehouse, Cold Storage Plant, Transit Freight Shed, 1,000 Feet of Deep Sea Wharf.
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dently. This waterside plant is operated as a re-
ceiving depot for berries, potatoes, eggs, poul-
try and root crops, and as an export depot for
perishables to the mining camps and terminal
towns of Alaska. The roof of the building has
been prepared as a public waterfront observa-
tory and playground equipped with cement





HALF MILLION BUSHEL GRAIN ELEVATOR
30 more bins being constructed at present
attractive shelter house. There are also park
benches, children's swings and sand boxes. In
connection with the wharf and building is a
motor boat basin and passenger waiting room
in close proximity to commission houses, pub-
lic market and leading hotels of the city.
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4. The Stacy and Lander Street Wharves
and Transit Sheds were turned over to the
American-Hawaiian Steamship Company on a
preferential lease and they did an enormous
general merchandise business for two years,
but at the end of that time, found it more
profitable to lease their carriers to foreign na-
tions. These twin wharves, which are operated
solely by the Port Commission, are 90 feet
wide and 750 feet long, with the roof carried
on trusses spanning the full width so the floors
are unobstructed by columns. A slip 212 feet.
by 800 feet separates the wharves and had to
be excavated through the center of the block.
Two railroad tracks on the open wharf and
four depressed tracks serve these wharves.
5. The Whatcom Avenue Warehouse, a
modern reinforced concrete' fireproof building,
four stories in height, is situated at the head
of the above slip. Provision has been made
for handling freight by the installation of
three electric elevators, two spiral chutes, one
electric vertical conveyor, and portable elec-
tric trucks and trailers. The need of such a
warehouse was convincingly proved by the
fact that before the contractors had finished
the first story was filled to capacity with can-
ned salmon and grain. Had space been avail-
able approximately 1,000,000 cases of salmon
could have been stored in this warehouse dur-
ing 1915, representing probably $6,000,000 of
value, or about one-sixth of the annual fish
crop of Alaskan waters.
6. Hanford Street Wharf and Transit Shed
consists of two stories and is 90 feet wide and
one-quarter of a mil, long. Both floors are
lighted with continuous rows of windows five
feet high and 300 tungsten lamps for night
work. At present the second floor is chock-a-
block with sacked wheat and the first floor
is being used by the Port for trans-shipment
of goods from Japan such as silk, rice, grain
and general merchandise.
7. Hanford Street Public Grain Elevator
is the first bulk grain elevator in the United
States to be built, owned and operated by the
public, and it fills a local demand for storage
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for six large flouring mills and meets the need
of interchange between rail and ship for coast-
wise, Atlantic and trans-Pacific trade. It pro-
vides an outlet for the great grain fields of
Montana, Idaho and eastern Washington. The
elevator is a reinforced concrete building 165
feet high and is equipped with machinery of
most modern type, driven by electricity, and
is situated just back of the Hanford Street
Dock. The capacity at present is half a mil-
lion bushels. An addition to the elevator is
now being designed, and when the plant is
completed will increase the capacity to over a
million bushels. Bulk receiving capacity for a
day of twenty-four hours will be 190 cars and
bulk shipping capacity per hour will be 40,000
bushels. Bulk grain is delivered by a conveyor
from the elevator to a conveyor house on the
roof of the Hanford Street Dock where it is
spouted into vessels by means of two traveling
cranes and spouts anywhere along 780 feet of
its length. The cost of the elevator, when
finished, not including the land, will be about
one-half million dolbrs. The elevator and
dock are served by eleven spur tracks approx-
imately 1,000 feet long. At present the eleva-
tor is four-fifths filled.
8. Spokane Street Fruit Storage Ware-
house is a seven-story concrete, fireproof build-
ing 150 feet wide and 200 feet long, having a
floor space of nearly 210,000 square feet. It is
a strictly modern cold storage building in-
tended for the storage of fruit, and has a net
capacity of 20,000 tons. It is equipped with
four high speed electric elevators and is
sprinkler protected. It is thoroly insulated
with granulated cork boards And in the near
future the installation of the refrigerating
machinery will be Completed, but for the pres-
ent it is being used for general storage. This in-
sulated warehouse cost the Port about $400,000.
About 500,000 acres are set out to fruit in the
Pacific Northwest, principally apples and pears.
From Eastern Washington alone 50,000 car-
loads, 600 boxes to the car, are available each
season, but Railroad Traffic Managers cannot
promise carriage for more than half this
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amount, so it is manifest that new markets
abroad must be found by Northwest growers
and adequate cold storage space is a primary
necessity so placed that over-sea vessels can
take it on quickly. Should but ten per cent
of the above enormous tonnage find its way
into world markets by water, it would tend to
operate as a balance wheel or price governor
of unmistakable value to the inland producing
communities and insure Seattle's being recog-
100-ToN SHEAR-LEG DERRICK
Loading rolling stock for the Government Railway in AlaskUat
Smith's Cove Public Pier.
nized as one of the apple markets of the world.
9. Fish and Ice Storage Buildings have
just been finished, and are built of air dried
lumber, the buildings being insulated through-
out with granulated cork, and a complete re-
frigerating equipment is now being installed.
The fish, storage is a one-story structure, while
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the ice house is five stories high. In providing
a waterside cold storage warehouse for fruit,
the Commission determined to utilize the same
refrigerating plant and provide storage facili-
ties for 2,000,000 pounds of fresh halibut,
salmon 4nd cod. Seattles is one of the largest
centers of fish industry in the United States.
Boston and Massachusetts points drawing
from the New Foundland Banks do not han-
dle tonnage equal to that passing through this
port.
10. Spokane Street Wharf forms an L
1400 feet long by 113 feet wide. The transit
shed, now being constructed, will be two
stories, 90 feet by 900 feet, and of the same
type •of construction as the Hanford Street
shed described before. Both docks are pro-
vided with a 20-foot asphalt roadway running
the entire length of the shed. This shed will
occupy the long leg of the L and faces a large
turning basin dredged to a depth of 52 feet at
high tide and 35 feet at low tide. Three de-
pressed tracks separate the wharf and the
Fruit Storage Warehouse and the Fish and
Ice Storage Warehouse. The above mentioned
turning basin separates these units from the
Hanford Street Dock and Grain Elevator,
making an ideal location for a project of this
magnitude.
11. At Salmon Bay the Port owns 36 acres
of very valuable land. At present a dock and
net warehouse have been built to accommodate
the salmon and halibut fishermen who extract
from the waters of Puget Sound annually a
fish product compared with which the yearly
'catch of Norway, Scotland and the North Sea
countries are small. The fishing fleet of Puget
Sound is a large one, there being about 250
purse seiners.
12. The Port operates a ferry across the
Bay from Seattle proper to West Seattle, and
another modern ferry is now being built and
will be put on this run the first of the year.
A ferry is also operated across Lake Wash-
ington. This is hardly self-supporting at
present, but the chief purpose is the develop-
ment of suburban communities.
All the projects were designed and the con-
struction superintended by the engineering de-
partment of the Port of Seattle. Probably
one-quarter of a million dollars were saved by
the work being done in the past three years as
there has been a keen competition among the
contractors owing to the lack of building con-
HANFORD STREET TRANSIT SHED AND WHARF. CONCRETE GRAIN ELEVATOR IN BACKGROUND
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struction elsewhere and the fact that material,
especially lumber, was cheap and labor scarce.
About 30 million feet of lumber were used in
the construction of the docks, ferries and for
concrete forms in building the warehouses,:
All the wharves have a depth of water of 52
feet at high tide and 35 feet at low tide along
the face of them, and the slopes from the
dredged depth to the bulkheads are covered
with approximately 21/2 feet of rock rip-rap
to protect them. For the transit sheds a semi-
mill type construction has been used, the ex-
terior walls being covered with Armco Iron,
99.94% pure iron. Barrett Specification tar
and gravel and in some cases asbestos roofing
has been used.
There has been some criticism of the type of
construction of the Port's docks. Many en-
gineers contended that concrete should be
used making a permanent structure, but after
a thoro investigation, timber docks on
creosoted pile foundations was decided upon
for the following reasons:. 
(1) Timber dock construction costs about
one-third that of concrete construction, and
adopting the former method the Port has
been able to accomplish more for the same ex-
penditures.
(2) After being sprinkler protected the
insurance rates are as low as on an unsprink-
lered concrete dock.
(3) That in case of fire the loss would not
be so great and there would be some salvage
to a timber dock, while in a concrete structure
there would be scarcely any and the cost of
wrecking the latter would be expensive.
(4) The creosote foundation piles will last
from twenty to thirty years and can always be
replaced or changed at any time at a nominal
expense as well as any part of the dock, while
in that length of time a concrete dock may be-
come obsolete, due to the change of freight
handling machinery, such as is the case in some
European ports.
(5) The concrete being somewhat porous
the salt water reaches the reinforcing steel
causing it to rust, thus deteriorating the foun-
dations.
(6) Using timber also has given work dur-
ing the dull times, to the numerous lumber
mills, which is the chief industry in the North-
west.
San Francisco has built several concrete
docks, but at present has come back to the
timber construction and evidently realizes its
advantages.
The operating department of the Port is
economically managed by a Traffic Manager,
and freight rates in Seattle have been reduced
from 50c a ton to 20c a ton. From the begin-
ning it has been the object of the Port to re-
duce the rates to compete with other Pacific
Coast ports. For instance, an eastern shipper
with goods assigned for the Pacific Coast has
a flat rate to any port whether it be San Diego
or Vancouver, B. C. If it is to be trans-ship-
ped to the Orient or shipped inland to the
Northwest he will certainly dock at the cheap-
est port, which formerly was San Francisco,
Portland and Vancouver. It is this business
that the Port is after and can only get it by
reducing the rates.
It is the intention to eventually acquire the
entire waterfront which is going to be an
Herculean task, as the State years ago sold
the tide flat areas to private corporations.
The Commission is at present working hard
to obtain a fifteen mile public belt railroad
line to serve the Port and private properties
in order to reduce switching charges. At pres-
ent the different Railroad Companies' charges
are exorbitant. The $450,000 bond issue for
the line comes up at the December election,
the proposition having been authorized by
vote at a recent election.
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W. E. Burke, '96, is now in Okmulgee,
Okla., as Manager of the Twin Hill Gasoline
Co., and the Pine Pool Gasoline Co.
Roy I. Kattmann, '16, is now at Kinney,
Minn., with the Republic Iron & Steel Co.
Joseph H. Carter, '16, is with the Youngs-
town Iron & Steel Co. at Youngstown, 0.
W. S. Heer, '12, is now with the Premier
Motor Corporation of Indianapolis.
Edwin S. Flarsheim, '16, made a short visit
to the Institute on Friday, Dec. 8.
The following has been clipped from Wire
and Pipe, published by the Union Electric
Light & Power Co., of St. Louis:
"Mr. T. D. Witherspoon, our Chief Drafts-
man, has recently severed his connection with
the Company after seven years of faithful
work. He left us on November 15th to accept
the position as Engineer in charge of Con-
struction work for the Milwaukee Electric
Railway and Light Company, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, which is just commencing work on
the installation of a large power plant. For
the next several months his work will be to
assist in the layout and design of their new
power station, and as soon as ground is broken
he will assume his construction duties."
Mr. Witherspoon graduated from Rose in
1900, and since that time has held positions
with the National Malleable Castings Co. of
Chicago, the Vandalia Railroad at Terre
Haute, the Youngstown Engineering Co. of
Youngstown, 0., and the Union Electric
Light & Power Co. of St. Louis. He has been
with the last named company since 1909, as
chief draftsman. On leaving the Union Elec-
tric Light & Power Co. he was presented with
a handsome gold watch and fob by the em-
ployes of his department, bearing the in-
scription: "In remembrance of employes of
the Drafting Department, U. E. L. & P. Co.,
Nov. 1st, 1916."
Vere S. Calvin, '14, formerly with the En-
gineering Corps of the Vandalia R. R. is now
manager of Lookout Dairy Farm at Ke-
wana, Ind.
T. T. Hardman, '14, and Miss Margaret
Foulkes of Terre Haute, were married Satur-
day, Nov. 18.
Garrett D. Spruhan ,'14, who was drafts-
man for the C. B. & Q. R. R. at Aurora, Ill.,
is Assistant Mechanical Engineer for the U.
S. Yards and Transit Co. at Chicago.
J. H. Barbazette, '04, has lately resigned
his position with the Hagar Portland Cement
Co. of Chicago, and become assistant to the
president of the Wright-Martin Aircraft Cor-
poration, 60 Broadway, New York. Mr.
Barbazette writes: "I have taken one ride in
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order to fortify myself against any insinu-
ating inquiries. It was pleasant—after a time,
in the air."
Louis P. Webert, '09, who has been with
the Bath Iron Works, Bath, Me., is now chem-
ist for the Experiment Station at the U. S.
Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.
Ivan L. Kauffman, '14, who has been drafts-
man for the F. Prox Company at Terre Haute,
has taken a position with the Bureau of En-
graving at Minneapolis, Minn.
F. J. Hoberg, '14, is at Chattanooga, Tenn.,
on railway valuation work.
A letter from Taro Tsuji, '90, tells of a
change of occupaiton. He is now Director of
the Ina Electric Railway Company, Tokio,
Japan.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric A. Mees of Charlotte, N.
C., announce the birth of Theo. Howell Mees
on Nov. 27. Mr. Mees graduated from Rose
in 1911.
Edgar G. Jones, '09, died at Houston,
Texas, on Sunday, Dec. 3d, of heart trouble,
brought on by overwork. He took the elec-
trical course at Rose and was in addition Dr.
Mees' private secretary while a student here.
INDIANAPOLIS TECH CLUB NOTES.
Weeping and wailing were in order on the
afternoon of November 18th, when we were
forced to see our own Rose Varsity football
team trampled on by the Butler "brutes." It
was a good game nevertheless, and we should
have won, etc.; but soon all was forgotten, and
everyone seemed to have a reversal of form for
we had the pleasure of having the entire squad
as our guests for a 7 o'clock dinner-banquet at
the Hotel English. Talks by Coach Mefford,
Captain Davis, Acting Manager Woodling,
Harry Schwartz, Herbert Foltz and others
were well received and added lots of "pep"
and good fellowship to the gathering. The
following members of the Rose Tech Club
were present: Schwartz, '01, Noelke, '04,
Heer, '12, Brennan, '13, Foltz, '86, Finley,
'16, Merrill, '16, Wallner, '15, Reed, '09, Reiss,
'08, Bixby, Jr., '20, Beardsley, ex-'14, and
Shook, '11.
Allen S. Bixby, Jr., '20, represented Allen
S. Bixby, Sr., '92, at the banquet and re-
sponded with a very joyful talk.
A few members of the squad "missed" the
midnight train to Terre Haute, but through
the hospitality of Fred Reiss, '08, they were
well cared for till morning in his small but
cozy apartment.
Members of the Rose Tech Club have been
asked to help in the organization of a per-
manent Indianapolis Engineering Society.
Donald Hubbard, '12, was married to Miss
Mabel Brown, of Indianapolis, Wednesday,
November 15, 1916.
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MODULUS DANCE.
rr HE second Modulus dance of the season
_ was held November 18 at the Pythian
Temple. Owing to the football game at In-
dianapolis, quite a number were unable to at-
tend, but the attendance was good, neverthe-
less-forty-three couples being present. The
delightful music of the Dayton Payne or-
chestra met with great favor and a program
of twelve dances was carried out. With the
aid of old rose and white crepe paper the hall
was made resplendent with Rose colors. Dr.
and Mrs. White, Dr. and Mrs. Johonnott were
present and chaperoned the affair.
The interest shown this year indicates that
a snug sum will be laid aside for the coming
Modulus. The next dance will be held shortly
before the Christmas vacation.
SOPHOMORE GEOLOGY TRIP TO
TURKEY RUN.
THOSE Sophomores who were wiseenough to select Prof. Thomas' course
in Geology have had several delightful and
instructive trips this term. The course con-
sists of the study of rocks, glaciers, etc., and
should prove very useful to an engineer. Re-
cently the class journeyed to Turkey Run, and
found much that was interesting geologically
in the "Devil's Punch Bowl" and the "Sink
Hole." Peker had trouble in the "Narrows"
but otherwise the trip was thoroly enjoyed by
all. After the work of the day had been com-
pleted, some of the party proceeded to Rock-
ville, and there dined at the best "grubbery"
and were entertained by some of the city's
fairest. All of which should do much toward
increasing the enrollment of the Geology
class next year.
FRESHMAN CLASS MEETING.
A MEETING of the Freshman class wascalled on Friday, December 8th in
order to discuss plans for a class dance. After
lengthy arguments, the date decided upon was
January 10, 1917. The place was left un-
decided. President Waggoner appointed the
following committee, to make necessary ar-
rangements: H. P. Kremer, J. S. King; K.
M. Huston, G. W. Justus, and R. P. Veit.
STUDENT COUNCIL MEETING.
November 24, 1916.
Meeting called to order by President Hild
at 7:55 P. M.
Streeter, Wente, Smith, Howard, absent.
Symphony Club not represented.
Minutes of previous meeting read.
Report by Financial Secretary.




Athletic Association $1,308.15 $ 893.22 $414.93
General Fund  349.00 196.12 152.88
Technic Fund  390.34 357.23 33.11
YMCA 97.41 32.00 65.41
Camera Club  19.47 1.50 17.97
Scientific Society 9.65 9.65
Symphony Club  131.65 131.65
$2,306.67 $1.480.07 $825.60
November 1 to date of Student Council Meeting,
November 24.
Bal. Nov. 24
Athletic Association  $234.90 $225.40 $424.43
General Fund 152.88
Technic 18.90 15.01
Y. M C A  17.63 47.78
Camera Club 1.00 16.97
Scientific Society  9.65
Symphony Club 131.65
Balance on Hand, November 24, 1916 $798.37
No report by Band Committee.
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No report by Committee on Student Ex-
penditures.
No report by Committee on the upkeep of
gymnasium.
Report of Owl Hunt Committee. The Owl
Hunt has been called off.
Motion by Carpenter, second by Kessler,
that back gate on railroad and Third Avenue
be opened. Motion carried.
Motion by Kessler, second by Long, that a
committee be appointed to interview Dr.
White about trips to the different manufac-
turing plants in the city. Motion carried.
Carpenter, Kessler and Waggoner were ap-
pointed on the committee.
Motion by Waggoner, second by Carpenter,
that Freshmen be allowed to leave off green
caps after the Thanksgiving vacation. Motion
carried.
Discussion by Long on the proposition that
the Board of Control be organized, consisting
of the President of the Student Council,
Financial Secretary, Athletic Director, Man-
ager of Current Athletic Team, and Faculty
Advisor. Said board to meet once a month
and vote to the manager of the current ath-
letic team a sum sufficient to cover the ex-
penses of the current branch of athletics for
the succeeding month as per estimate of man-
ager and athletic director. It is expected that
this arrangement will do away with present
difficulties in securing funds for separate ex-




The enrollment of the University of Michi-
gan up to November 1st, is 7,271 students, ac-
cording to official statistics. This is an in-
crease of 290 over last year's enrollment. It
is estimated that about 7,500 students will at-
tend the University next May, when the final
figures will be computed.
Students at the University of Texas are be-
ing given one semester's credit for a new
course in wireless telegraphy. The work in-
cludes practical experience as well as the study
of theory.
The Chamber of Commerce of Cincinnati
has made arrangements with the University
of Cincinnati to co-operate in giving a course
of training in the handling of foreign busi-
FLOYD CARPENTER,
Recording Secretary.
ness. The need of men educated in this field
has long been felt by big manufacturing firms
and some excellent opportunities are open to
young men.
$1,000 is the goal set by Purdue students for
a subscription to aid the students of Canadian
and European colleges who are in prison
camps in Europe.
The announcement that a fissure has ap-
peared in Princeton's new $300,000 stadium
for a time caused some consternation among
the student body. Expert engineers from New
York, however, claim that the fissure is in-
consequential and will cause no structural
weakness in the stand.
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CAMPUS CELEBRITIES
"P.
TAKE a good look atthis fellow. Ever
see him before? You
know him? Of course
you do! Everyone else
does. This is his photo-
graph. For a word pic-
ture, "Sa-a-a-y, where
d'yuh get that noise !"
He is the only real,
original, hard and fast,
all wool and a yard wide
exponent of the Grafe
Philosophy among us.
As a matter of fact he
originated that line of
thought himself—mighty
good line, too.
As a matter of history we should like to
know just when the light of full understand-
ing came to this young man. It has been im-
possible to determine the exact date, but it has
been surmised that it was not very long after
he had chanced upon the first principles
thereof, for he is very good—very! And as
time has passed and he has progressed from
Freshman to Sophomore, and thence to Jun-
ior, he has gathered disciples unto himself—
but not many; and because of that some un-
wary seekers after truth might be tempted to
release the time-honored one about a prophet
being without honor in his own country. But
they would be mistaken. Don't ever get the
idea that anyone having agression must be
without honor—even in his own country. One
of the first rules in the Book of P. J. Doctrine
is "Honor thy boss, P. J., that thy days may
be long, etc.," and as the law extends not only
to believers, but to unbelievers as well, what
can we do about it?
But this philosophy, even tho it may not be
universally accepted, must be respected, if for
nothing more than the results which it has
brought about.
Let's take a look at one of them. When the
personage under discussion was a Freshman,
legend has it that he entered into the room
where the election of officers was being held,
and spake something after this fashion, "Say,
you fellows ought to realize by this time that
.I'm the best man in the class. Understand,
I'm not asking for the job, but if I'm not
elected, I won't be blamed for what happens
afterward !" or words to that effect. Of
course that may not be true, but it's a good
story. Anyway, he was president his first
two years.
At about the same time he concluded that
his was the presidency by divine right, he also
arrived at the conclusion that no college
career could be complete without a football
education. He probably also set his eye on
the captaincy of the 1917 team at the same
time, but we lack conclusive evidence. At
least, he began his athletic career at that time,
and began it under difficulties. Almost every-
one but P. J. enjoyed it. It was lots of fun—
for them. Being somewhat inexperienced, his
methods of attack were rather unpolished, for
which failing the name of "Camel Driver"
was fastened to him, and this was the least of
many evils.
But just a little less than a month ago, one
noon, Meff came to the door of the office, and
to the gathering which had assembled he said,
simply, "Grafe has been elected captain."
And that statement marked the climax of
one of the most interesting little dramas that
has ever befallen hereabouts.
Grafe is good—he says so himself—and
paradoxical as it may be, he emphatically is!
Rose is going to have a good team next year,
for may Heaven help the aspirants if it is
not!
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ROSE-EARLHAM.
At last the team "came back;" Earlham was
the victim. With the score 13-0 against
them, the Fighting Engineers braced and
nosed out a 14-13 victory. Wagner ran the
team from quarter, and proved a find in that
position. Gale and Anderson put up steady
games in the back field. Grafe, Barnes, Orr,
and Davis deserve credit for their work in
the line; holding for downs three times on the
six inch line is no little task.
Analysis of play:
First quarter: Earlham kicked to Wagner,
who returned 10 yards. The Quakers held.
Andy punted. Earlham missed drop kick.
Play resumed on 20 yard line where Earlham
held. Andy's punt was blocked and Penning-
ton, Earlham, fell on the ball for touchdown.
Calvert goaled.
Earlham kicked to Orr who returned 10
yards. Rose was held and Andy kicked.
Earlham scored touchdown by two forward
passes and an off tackle drive. Calvert failed
to goal. Rose 0, Earlham 13.
Second Quarter: The Quakers advanced
the ball to the Rose 1 foot line, where by spec-
tacular football, they were held for downs.
Andy panted out of danger. Earlham re-
turned the kick to Doc Orr, who tore off 25
yards after being downed once. A forward
pass, Andy to Gale, netted 50 yards. On a
second attempt, Rees intercepted the pass and
raced 95 yards for what seemed another Earl-
ham marker but it was found that Earlham
had held, and Rose gained 15 yeards on the
play. Earlham held and punted straight up.
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Rose recovered on the two yard line and
Waggie scored thru center. Andy goaled.
Rose 7, Earlham 13.
Third Quarter: Rose received, and by two
end runs and a pass, Andy to Orr to Yatsko,
scored another marker. Andy again goaled.
Rose 14, Earlham 13.
Fourth Quarter: The ball remained in
Rose territory and Earlham missed a drop
kick that might have meant victory. The
game ended with the Rose ball going towards
the Quaker goal with a velocity of ten yards
per down. Lineup:
Earlham (13) Poly (14)
Hutton LE  Gra fe
Wildman LT   Davis
Pennington LG  Henry, Boring
Little  U   Gray
W. Wildman RG  Barnes
Gordon RT  Bake
Cutrell  RE  Orr
Calvert Q  Wagner.
Rees  LH  Anderson
D. Mills RH...... Floyd, Yatsko
E. Mills ..FB   Gale
Touchdowns—Pennington, Rees, Wagner,
Yatsko. Goals—Calvert, Anderson, 2. Offi-
cials—Umpire, Goettler, Chicago; referee,
Clark, Indiana; headlinesman, Schultz.
ROSE-BUTLER.
AT Butler it was conclusively demonstratedthat it is impossible for any team to
be foot ballers and students at the same time.
Midterms cut the squad down to three or four
men a night, and the result was Butler 13,
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Rose 7. Reports from the Capital City have
it that Bake performed in an all-state manner
and that Gale and Davis were "towers of
strength" on defense. Hoff scored the only
Rose marker ivhen he grabbed a pass from
Andy and dodged a few Butler warriors who
were in his way. The dope:
Rose Poly 7. Butler 13.
Grafe LE  F. thy
Bake LT  Hilligos
Boring LG  Sullivan
Gray C  Mullane
King  RG  Davis
Barnes RT  Ferree
Orr RE  Brown




Substitutes—Gale, for Davis; Hoff, for
Orr; King, for Boring; Davis, for King; Rols-
hausen, for King. Butler—Daniels, for F.
Loy; F. Loy, for Daniels. Touchdown—Rose:
Hoff. Goal from touchdown—Anderson. But-





Perkins. Score by periods:
Butler 7 0 0 6-13
Rose  0 0 0 7-7
Officials—Referee, B. M. Robinson, Indiana;
Umpire, Heze Clarke, Indiana; head lines-
man, Ruick, Yale.
ROSE-WINONA.
THE last game of the season ended in atie, 7-7. Rose had too much Garret.
This Indian fullback was in every play, of-
fensive and defensive, and paved the way for
the Winona touchdown by grabbing a pass
and running to the 2-yard line. Even with
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Bake and Barnes laying for him, the Indian
managed to climb into every play. For Rose
Joe Englehard performed the best. He picked
hole after hole for 5 and 10 yards, and got
away with an end run of 25. Davis, playing
his last game for Rose, was the usual stone
wall at tackle. In losing Jap we lose one
of the steadiest lineman that ever wore a Rose
suit. Jap has never missed being in the thick-
est of every game for four years, and at that
has never even been scratched. Those are the
marks of a real foot ball player.
Rose scored something like this: Ander-
son received the kick-off and tore off 20 yards.
Rose was held and Andy kicked. Grafe re-
covered. Floyd gained 12 yards, and Wag-
gie crossed for the first marker. Andy goaled.
Winona scored when Garrett intercepted a
pass and raced 40 yards to the 2-yard line.
Brant crossed on the next play. Garrett
goaled. Rose 7, Winona 7.
Score card:
Rose Poly 7. Aggies 7.
Grafe LE  Muller
Davis, Capt. LT  McKee
Boring, King LG  King
Gray C  Ide
Bake RG  Kellog
Barnes RL  Taylor
Orr, Norton RE  Laist
Wagner Q  Brant
Anderson LH.... Beeler, Mason
Hoff, Englehard .   Koops, C.
Floyd FB  Garrett
Touchdowns—Wagner, Brant. Goals from
touchdown—Anderson, Garrett. Referee—




7 0 0 0-7
0 7 0 0-7
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WE now turn to Basket Ball. Practice hasstarted and as "mere practice games"
Rose tackles two Conference teams before
Christmas: Purdue at Lafayette and North-
western here. The Northwestern game is
scheduled for the twenty-first of December and
is to be a real party. The program is thus:
Conference basket ball, dpening of new gym,
and dance after game. The management is
doing its best to make the affair a success and
every student should be on hand.
Coach Mefford will have quite a job to
gang together a quintet this year. From last
year's squad are gone Carter, Trimble, Brown,
Larr and Kingery. The men who have so far
reported for practice are Capt. Reinhard, An-
derson, Allen, Curtis, Briggs, Davis, Falls,
Orr, Hoff, Howard, Norris, Schonefeld, Rols-
hausen, Stock, and Streeter. Other basket ball
material seems to be indisposed. Following
is the schedule as submitted by Manager
Wente and Coach Mefford :
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Dec. 9—Purdue, LaFayette.
18—Vincennes Y. M. C. A., Vincennes..
21—Northwestern U., here.






27—Evansville Y. M. C. A., Evansville.
29—Georgetown College, Georgetown,
Ky.
30—U. of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.







*Negotiations are under way for a game in
Cincinnati.
NOTES.
THERE was a lot of excitement in theRose Camp Friday when word was
passed around regarding Les Heedwohl's in-
jury. The prize-winner was that our worthy
assistant manager had tripped and fallen
from off the balcony, turned four somersaults
mid-air, split his head open on an iron pulley,
broken his shoulder and both arms, and at
eve, he had failed to gain consciousness and
was expected to die momentarily. Quite a few
were seen pinching and feeling said person
upon his appearance at school the following
Monday.
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Interesting Technical Articles of the Month
ENGINEERING RECORD. Nov. 18.
Modern Turbines and New Power House
Replace Earlier French Design of Yadkin
River Power Project.
The radical changes in the earlier design
necessitated by the recent floods.
Experimental Concrete Revetment Proves
Feasible and Economical.
Mayor E. M. Markham describes plan by
which eight concrete mats have been con-
structed and launched in the Mississippi.
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. Dec. 2.
A Reservoir That Will Float.
By J. F. Springer. A German solution of
the difficulties encountered in subaqueous
concrete work.
Forty Million Horse Power Wasted.
By Hugh L. Cooper. A plea for the utili-
zation of our water power.
Electrification of Steam Railways.
By George Gibbs. A prophecy as to the
direction in which this form of traction is
likely to expand.
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. Nov. 18.
The Salt Wells of Tzuliutsiftg.
By H. K. Richardson. An ancient indus-
try of China of many unique features.
The Testing of Automobile Motors.
By Ferdinand Jehle. Giving methods fol-
lowed and apparatus required.
A Vortex Hypothesis of World Formation.
By E. Briner, D. S., University of Geneva.
The most modern theory on the formation
of the earth.
Some Modern Conceptions of Spontaneous
Generation.
By Guilford B. Reed. The nature of the
bridge that spans the gap from the inorganic
to the living.
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. NOV. 25.
The Inspection and Tests of Lewis Machine
Guns.
The methods used in an establishment where
parts must be interchangeable and made to an
accuracy of three thousandths of an inch.
POWER. Nov. 21.
The Ford Gas-Steam Power Plant.
By Thomas Wilson. An abbreviated descrip-
tion of the immense power plant of the Ford
Motor Co., at Detroit.
ELECTRICAL WORLD. Nov. 25.
Electric Lighting of a Movie Studio.
By W. E. Brewster. The method of illumi-
nation used at the studio of Wharton Inc.,
Ithaca, N. Y.
ELECTRICAL WORLD. Dec. 2.
Lighting a Small Town.
The practical side of street illumination in
a small town is illustrated by the recent work
at Titusville, Pa.
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ELECTRICAL REVIEW AND WESTERN ELECTRI-
CIAN. November.
Electricity in the Iron and Steel Industry.
A good article on the varied uses of electric-
ity in this industry.
Politics and the Central Station Co.
What politics can do and what they can not
do in this connection.
AMERICAN MACHINIST.
An Automatic Notching Die.
By Frank A. Stanley.
Jigs Used in the Machinery of Motor Parts.
By Robert Mawson.
Chucking 8-inch Shells.
By H. V. Harght.
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT. Dec. 2.
Analysis by Machinery.
An interesting discussion of devices that
facilitate analytical chemistry.
MUNICIPAL JOURNAL. Nov. 30.
Repairing Flood Damage to San Diego
Water System.
By A. C. Francis. An interesting article
regarding the methods used in removing the
damaged parts.
Bituminous Concrete Paving in Montclair,
New Jersey.
An interesting article on this new method
of paving.
ENGINEERING NEWS. Nov. 30.
The Double Advantages of the Oxy-Acety-
lene Torch.
Discussion of wrecking of heavy obsolete
machinery by this method.
Constqcction of Marseilles Thone Canal in
France.
What it means to build the largest tunnel
in the world.
BOOK REVIEW.
A Laboratory and Class-Room Guide to Qualitative Analysis,
by George F. White, Ph. D. pp. 171. New York; D. Van Nottrand
Company, $1.25.
This is essentially a book to be used as a
text in the laboratory, and should recommend
itself to all who desire to gain a sound knowl-
edge of the theory of the subject as well as the
method of conducting an analysis. The work
does not include the ordinarily termed "rarer
elements," but limits itself to the common
metallic elements. However its scope of acid-
constituents is somewhat larger, including
such common organic acids as oxalic, tartaric
and acetic. A very brief and therefore neces-
sarily rather difficult (for the average college
man who has only completed one year's work
in chemistry) dissertation upon "Theories of
Solution" is given preliminary to the general
subject matter. When this part of the book
is thoroly understood, it is evident that all of
the analysis of solutions which follows is
really an application of these theories. Thru-
out the book particular stress is laid upon the
ionic theory and the influence of molecular
concentration thru solubility-products. The
short discussions of oxidation, electron theory,
colloids, indicators, etc., are quite instructive,
and clear up points which ordinarily remain
quite puzzling to the student following the set
rules for an anslysis. The section upon "Ana-
lysis of a Solid Substance" seems particularly
well developed, and is worthy of special at-
tention. As a laboratory text this book will
undoubtedly need the assistance of the instruc-
tor in clearing up the complex theories, but in
the hands of a capable man an exceedingly
thoro knowledge of the subject ought to
be attained by the student. It is a book that
can be recommended to the student who has
finished qualitative analysis as well as the one
who is at present studying the analysis, for it
will serve admirably as a brief yet complete
reference. The book is surprisingly advanced
and complete, and should find a welcome even
in a field so crowded with good texts as that
of qualitative analysis.
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DIFFERENTIALS
A TOAST.
Here is to all good fellows, in this world and
the next.
I drink to you a toast tonight, good fellow-
ship my text.
Not to the fellow who takes your hand, in
an idling hour, you know,
Not to the fellow who slaps your back, as long
as the high-balls flow,
But to him who speaks the kindly word,
When the world is running wrong,
The fellow who grips your hand like hell!
And tells you that life's a song.
What if we know that the sucker lies?
What if he knows it, too?
There are times in life when the friend who lies
Is the only friend who's true.
Cavil and rant, ye prudes who will,
Of the evils of wine and gin,
But, somehow, the real true things we feel
Leak out when the wine leaks in.
The fool is a fool, the cad is a cad, whichever
God meant him to be,
But the man who's a man, won't forget he's
a man,
Tho he's out on a hell of a spree.
So drink this toast from your hearts, my
friends.
From heart to heart let it run.
Here's to good fellows all over the world,
Their health—God bless each one!
Two tramps, sitting by the roadside at
dusk, were indulging in an imaginary game of
poker, in which pebbles played the part of
lucre. One of them was a downfall college
graduate; the other just an ordinary tramp,
named Pat.
Said the latter: "I'll just bet you a thous-
and dollars as an opener."
The college graduate replied: "I'll raise
you a million."
"Make it billion," said Pat.
"Raise you a hundred billion."
"Two hundred billion," said Pat.
"Seventeen quadrillion."
Pat searched his head for a minute. Then
—"take the pot, you educated son-of-a-gun."
Old lady attempting to compliment new
minister, "Why we never knew what sin was
until you came."
HE ONLY HURLED BRICKS.
It had been a very tiring case for everybody
concerned. The plaintiff and defendant were
both countrymen, and had had to have every-
thing explained to them at least twice.
"Do I understand, my man," said the magis-
trate at one point, "that the defendant hurled
invectives at you?"
The plaintiff scratched his head mildly.
Then slowly a look of understanding dawned
in his eyes as he replied:
"No, sir. To tell the truth, it was only
bricks as he threw at me; but wot I complain
about was the terrible way he swore at me
when they missed."—Milwaukee Journal.
"Papa, what do you call a man who runs a
motorcycle "




The following gives a pretty good idea of
the popular conception of a Kilowatt. (Gee,
it's great to be educated.)
"First, multiply the current by the conscience
of the proprietor of the electric light plant;
divide this by the meter on the wall and add
whatever you can't multiply. The answer will
come in dollars and cents. Just divide these,
by the price you pay per kilowatt and multiply
again to find out what a kilowatt is. It is
something you can feel, but can't see. Some-
thing that you pay for according to what some-
one tells you who doesn't know what he is talk-
ing about, and he proves it by the meter that
runs by guess and by thunder and is attached
to a wall by a hired man with machine grease
on his nose. You know just how many kilo-
watts you have had, just what they cost you
apiece, but you don't know what they are, what
they look like, who made them, or what shape
they are."
HEAT IS SHOCKED INTO COLD
WATER.
Electricity may now be used for shocking
cold water until it gets warm in basins and
similar-sized vessels. This is one of the novel-
ties at the traction company electrical week
display in the terminal arcade.—Terre Haute
Post.
Soph :—"Sweep out the padded cell, James,
I want to study Calculus."
IN THE PRESS OF BATTLE.
First Genel.a1—"Have we gained much to.
?"
Second General—"Have we !" Eight press
dispatches, totalling two columns, two cable-
grams, four cuts, a magazine article and three
new films favoring our side."
- First General—"Great! And the enemy?"
' Second General—"Only three-quarters of a
column and a one reel feature.'''
First General—"Fine! We'll have 'em
licked in three months at this rate."—Gargoyle.
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A PURE MATHEMATICIAN.
Let Poets chant of Clouds and Things
In lonely attics!
A Nobler Lot is his who clings
To Mathematics.
Sublime he sits, no Worldly Strife
His bosom vexes,
Reducing all the Doubts of Life
To Y's and X's.
And naught to him's a Primrose on
The river's border;
A Parallelopipedon
Is more in order.
Let Braggarts vow to do and dare
And right abuses!
He'd rather sit at home and square
Hypotenuses.
Along his straight-ruled paths he goes,
Contented with 'em.




(If you must partake, do so sparingly.)
"Are you Hungary, France?"
"Yes, Siam."
"Well, Russia long and I'll get Greece
to fry Turkey."
"Watt hour you doing there?"
"Eating currents."
"A-node I'd catch you."
"Fuse going to do this every day you
can go ohm."
"Mama, are there any men
"A few, I guess. Why?"
"Well, I never saw any
whiskers."
"They just get there by a






Question—Is Doc White really as fierce as
he acts, or is it all a bluff ?—Freshman.
Ans.—You'll never know. Along about
your Junior year you'll think he's bluffing, but
just try to start something, and you'll be sur-
prised.—Ed.
Question—Who holds the Rose record for
"bull ?"—A. R.
Ans.—Up to P. J. Grafe's entrance it was
held by Fred Frisz. Now it's a toss up.—Ed.
Question—Are Hath's electives 'interest-
ing ?—Soph.
Ans.—Very much so. At times they have
the Hippodrome backed off the stage for
amusement.—Ed.
A SENSITIVE EAR.
Hubby (angrily)—"Here! What do you
mean by waking me out of a sound sleep?"
Wifie—"Because the sound was too dis-
tressing."
ONE THAT ADAM DODGED.
Whatever trouble Adam had
No man could make him sore
By saying, when he told a joke,
"I've heard that joke before."
OLFACTORY PROOF.
Pete—"Come on, let's take a Turkish bath."
Art—"Why, there's no such thing as a Tur-
kish bath."
Pete—"What d'you mean?"
Art—"Because I once knew a Turk for five
years."
FRENZIED FINANCE.
Short—"I wish I were a rumor."
Long—"What's the answer?"
• Short—"Why, a rumor soon gains cur-
rency."
RARE FRANKNESS.
Tom—"When you proposed to her I sup-
pose she said, 'This is so sudden !' "
Dick—"No; she was honest and said: 'This
suspense has been terrible.'"
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Bride—"George, dear, when we reach town
let us try to avoid leaving the impression that
we are newly married."
"All right, Maud; you can lug this valise."
—Case Tech.
Attorney pro tem—"And you say you saw
Mrs. O'Leary milking the cow?"
Witness by gee—"Yes, sir."
A. p. t.—"Well, where did you see Mrs.
O'Leary milking the cow ?"
W. b. g.—"I should guess just about the
center, your honor." —Gargoyle.
Mary had a little lamb,
She fed it gasoline;
It got too near the fire one day—
Since then its not benzine.—Ex.
AN EPITAPH.
Here lie the cold and mouldering bones,
Of Loony Arthur Mart.
He looked into the cannon's mouth
To see the bullet start.
"Why do ye look so sorrowful, Dennis?"
asked one man of another.
"I just hear-r-d wan man call another a liar,
and the man that was called a liar said the
other man would have to apologize, or there
would be a fight."
"And why should that make you so sad?"
"The other man apologized."
—Chicago Herald.
He (as the team goes by)—"Look! There
goes Ruggles, the halfback. He'll soon be our
best man."
She"Oh, Jack! This is so sudden."
—Harvard Lampoon.
"May both races forgive us," said the Cali-
fornia philosopher. "Yet if the Lord's Karma
grant us our will, we shall in our next in-
carnation be half Irish and half Hebrew. For
the Irishman is happy as long as he has a
dollar, and the _Hebrew always has it."
—Everybody's.
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WILY HASTE WAS DESIRED.
A local paper tells of a clergyman who re-
ceived this note telling him to perform a mara-
riage ceremony:
"This is to give you notis that I and Miss
Jemima Arbella Bearly is coming to your
church on Saturday afternoon next to undergo
the operation of matrimony at your hands.
Please be prompt as the cab is hired by the
hour."—London Opinion.
IN THE GRIP OF HABIT.
The Man Who Names Pullman Cars sprang
at The Man Who Names Collars.
"Wshdgcbvfthgdf," he hissed.
"Gbcvdfrseujk," was the withering reply.
"Come, come, boys," expostulated the gentle-
voiced keeper, "you were not to talk shop, you
know."—Puck.
Johnny came home from Sunday School
very early.
"What's the matter, son ?"
"I left before they did it?"
"Why, what on earth do you mean ?"
"Well, they all commenced to sing, 'Can a
little child like me!'"
Electrical—"Will 2000 volts kilawop ?"
'Nother One (to the lady he is escorting)—
"May I put my armature disposal?"
Student, reading Virgil: "Three times I
strove to cast my arms about her neck and—
that's as far as I got, professor."
Prof.—"Well, my man, I think that was
quite far enough."
WHOLE DUTY OF MAIDS!
"You advertised as a chaufferette-maid."
"Yes, madam."
"What were your duties at your last place?"
"Why, madam, I drove and cleaned the cars
single-handed."
"And as maid ?"
"I took down my lady at night and as-
sembled her in the morning, madam."—Punch.
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HIGH FINANCE.
"How much vos dose collars?"
"Two for a quarter?"
"How much for vun ?"
"Fifteen cents."
"Giff me de odder vun."—Yale Record.
"We used to have a dog that would howl
when somebody played the piano."
"That's nothing; I know women that act
the same way." —Judge.
PROOF.
Editor—"Do you know how to run a news-
paper?"
Applicant—"No, sir."
Editor—"Well, I'll try you. I guess you
have had experience."—Puck.
HIS BASIC THOUGHT.
Victim—"What has happened? Where am
I?"
Doctor—"You have been seriously injured
in a trolley accident. But cheer up—you will
recover."
Victim—"How much ?"—New York Times.
AT THE LION'S CAGE.
Boy—"Gee whiz, mister, what 'ud happen
if he got out?"
Keeper—"Begorra, Oi'd lose me job !"—
Puck.
Furry—"Is your slide rule a polyphase?"
Harbillak—"Naw, single phase!"
Football Aspirant—"Oh, gee! I'm all in."
Coach—"What's the matter with you?"
Football Aspirant—"Doggone if I know. I
guess it's too many chocolates."
PREPARED.
Plumber—"Take it from me, Joe, them that
doesn't believe in preparedness ain't no good
on earth. By the way, ye'll have to go back


























Freitag, Weinhardt & Co.
Hood & Schley.
Moore-Langen Printing Co.
Charles M. Higgins & Co.
Engineering Magazine.
Electric Controller & Mfg. Co.
Walkover Boot Shop.
John Ford.
The House of Foulkes Bros.
Smith, the Real Cleaner.
Bill Cody's $2 Hat Shop.
Plaza Cafe.
A. B. Mewhinney Co.
Hotel Deming.
A. Herz.
The Root Dry Goods Co,
To OUR CREDIT.
"Now," said the Sunday school teacher, "can
any of you tell me what sins of omission are ?"
"Yes, ma'am," came the answer. "They are
the sins we might have committed and didn't."
—Chicago Herald.
Freshman—"What does 'Ex' .mean after a
joke?"
Senior—"It means 'Exchange,' of course."
Freshman—"Oh, does it? I thought- it
meant 'extinct'."
"I'm looking for an honest man," explained
Diogenes as he swung his lantern to and fro.
"Go to it," replied the Cop on the beat.
"But what are you going to do with him after
you find him?"
FROM A CALCULUS NOTEBOOK.
On first page—"Hello 'Fessor !"
On last page—"Gby 'Fessor !"
Fessor's handwriting giving grade—
"A-dieu."
Members of Rose Business Men's Athletic Association
Spencer F. Ball, Chamber of Commerce.
Carl Bauermeister, Wholesale Grocer.
L. D. Smith, Athletic Goods.
Ed Sparks, Gent's Furnisher.






Stimson, Stimson, Hamill & Davis,
Law Firm.
H. A. Condit, Real Estate.
Woodburn Printing Co.
John Crawford, Banker.
Weinstein Bros., Gents' Furnishers.





Myers Bros., Gents' Furnishers.
Petersdorf's, Ladies' Clothes.
Valentines, Drugs.
Citizens Gas and Fuel Co.
Wade Duncan's Cafe.
Levi Dry Goods Co.
T. H. Brewing Co.








Model Ice Cream Co.
Furnas Ice Cream Co.
Central Union Telephone Co.
F. Allen.
Lee Goodman Sons, Furnishers.
Stahl-Irrban Factory.
Deep Vein Coal Co.
Webb Beggs.




J. Levering and Son.
Brunner's Pharmacy.
Jensen Bros. Billiard Parlors.
DeArmott Bros. Billiard Parlors.
Tribune Billiard Parlors.
The Hippodrome.
Mehegan, Tailor and Haberdasher.
Gwinn, Dow R.
Moore-Langen Printing Co.
J. M. Bigwood & Son.
F. F. Winslow.
A. Herz.




Edward Reiss, N. Y. Dental Parlors.
H. T. Farwell, Citz. Indep. Tel. Co.




Ed. F. Leever, Insurance.
M. Joseph's Sons, Clothiers.
D. M. Nixon, Saturday Spectator.
Freitag, Weinhardt & Co., Hardware.
Thorman & Schloss, Clothiers.
J. T. Powers, Powers Cleaning Co.
A. Baur, Drugs.
Walk-Over Boot Shop.







ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
Ye Men of Rose! Varsity fifty-nine, in HartSchaffner 8z Marx, is the
really Classy Suit for the
young fellows. New English models in Overcoats, Hats, Shoes, Shirts,
Sweaters, Underwear, and all Men's Furnishings. Always the new-
est and the best cFifth St. and
in everything. une Brothers Wabash Jive
TEN PER CENT REDUCTION TO ALL ROSE MEN
THE Electrical World notes that thegreat scarcity of potash has almost crip-
pled many of the industries in this country,
notable among others being the glass indus-
try. The glass used in making incandescent
electric lamp bulbs is a very special kind that
must withstand sudden changes of tempera-
ture and also great pressure. Heretofore it
has been thought that only glass made with a
certain amount of potash was suitable for the
lamp industry. The outbreak of the war two
years ago cut off all supply of potash from
Germany and threatened the supply of glass.
The research chemists of the General Electric
Company, however, succeeded in producing a
glass for making incandescent electric lamp
bulbs by replacing potash with soda in the
glass mixture. This glass, it has been stated,
had proved superior to the old potash glass;
so much so, indeed, that from now on potash
glass will no longer be used.—Science.
STARRETT'S MACHINIST AND CARPENTER TOOLS, PLUMBING,
HARDWARE, ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES AND STEAM HEATING
FREITAG, WEINHARDT & CO.




PATENTS and PATENT CAUSES
GEORGE B. SCHLEY
908 HUME-MANSUR BLDG. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
AeNew HotelDeming
EUROPEAN PLAN
Sunday Dinners $1 per Plate
Excellent Music
Sixth and Cherry Streets
SEE THE NEW COFFEE ROOM JUST OPENED
French Pastries and Ice Cream in any Form
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US-
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The Home of Totally Different
and Better Clothes
Myers Bros.
SUITS OVERCOATS and Everything that makes a man7 well dressed—Certainly this is the
ideal student's store. The large
and carefully selected stocks of Suits, Overcoats, Hats Shoes and Furnishings,
enables easy and correct selection at a price that is exactly in keeping with
your needs and requirements.
Our standard in buying and selling for 35 years has been
Quality - Style - Economy
You find here only such Men's Wear as is built on this three-fold standard. Hun-
dreds of the choicest creations in High-Art, Sampeck and other makes of hand-
tailored clothing is assurance enough that no more can be found in any store for
your money. Add to this the M. B. guarantee of absolute satisfaction, and
there's a worth-while reason.
ASK For Your STUDENT'S DISCOUNT CARD $10, $12.50, $15, $17.50, $20, $22.50, $25, $30 and $35
BOTH PHONES 64




SIXTH AND MULBERRY STREETS TERRE HAUTE, IND.
STUDENTS!
Go to the Rose adver-
tiser first—he has what
you want and is always
ready to accommodate
you
Delicious Chocolates and Cherries
Make the Most Acceptable Gifts
Ask your dealer to get them for you FRESH FROM THE FACTORY.
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
VENVS /7perfe:k4N4,
degrees for anyICY PENCIL and every purpose
FOR sketching in heavy backgrounds or bold effects, you will want a softheavy, smooth lead such as 4B, 5B, 6B VENUS. For fine detailing the  highest number H's are perfect, 3H,.4H, 5H, 6H. For graphical charts,
etc., degrees as high as 911 are often desirable.
Uniform, unvary, flawless, VENUS pencils satisfy any requirement no
matter how difficult it may be. 6B is softest of the 17 degrees and 911 is
hardest. Specify VENUS and look for distinctive VENUS water mark finish
when you buy.
Your professors will confirm these statements as
to the merits of VENUS pencils.
For Sale By Your Supply Store Correspondence Solicited
AMERICAN LEAD PENCIL CO.
215 Fifth Avenue, Dept. G M
New York
VENUS ERASER
This is of even texture, and cleans beau-
tifully. Gray in color and does not discolor
or damage the most delicate materials.
Made in 12 sizes from
4 to a box to 100 to a
box. Box price $2.
You'll find the Venus
Eraser is the best
eraser you ever tried.
11 CUT YOUR LABOR COST 11
41, Labor is scarce and expensive.
CLCompared with a year ago, a report in a large typical manufacturing dis-
trict, showed that 26% more men were employed and 38% more wages
paid.
(Lit is hard to get enough labor; it is hard to get labor good enough; and
the high price of labor threatens profits.
41These conditions, more than ever, make it necessary to use labor saving
machinery.
(Practically all E. C. & M. Products are designed to eliminate labor or to
replace skilled labor with unskilled labor.
(E. C. & M. Lifting Magnets, Automatic Motor Starters, Automatic
Machine Tool Controllers, etc., all reduce labor costs. The conditions of
today make it well worth your time to investigate E. C. & M. Labor Sav-
ing Equipment.
THE ELECTRIC CONTROLLER & MFG. CO
PITTSBURG- OLIVER BLDG
BIRMINGHAM- BROWN-MARX BLDG





















ARE THE FINEST AND BEST GOODS OF THEIR KIND
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
Rose Polytechnic Institute
Founded by the late Chauncey Rose at Terre Haute, Indiana
A COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Offers a SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION based on Mathematics, Modern Languages,
Physical Sciences and Drawing with thorough instruction in
the Principles and Practice of
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
CIVIL ENGINEERING, CHEMISTRY AND ARCHITECTURE
FACULTY
C. LEO MEES, Ph. D., President.
JOHN WHITE, Ph. D., Acting President, Professor of Chemistry.
JAMES A. .WICKERSHAM, A. M., Professor of Languages.
MALVERD A. HOWE, C. E., Professor Emeritus of Civil and
Architectual Engineering.
ARTHUR S. HATHAWAY, B. S., Professor of Mathematics.
JOHN B. PEDDLE, M. E., Professor of Machine Design.
FRANK C. WAGNER. A. M., Professor of Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering.
EDWIN S JOHONNOTT, Ph. D., Professor of Physics.
ROBERT L. McCORMICK, C. E., Professor of Mechanics and
Associate in Civil Engineering.
CLARENCE C. KNIPMEYER, B. S., Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering.
ALBERT A. FAUROT, M., A. Associate Professor in Languages
and Librarian.
HAROLD A. THOMAS, C. E., Associate Professor in Civil Engi-
neering.
CARL WISCHMEYER, B. S. Associate Professor in Drawing and
Machine Design.
ORION L. STOCK, B. S., Assistant Professor in Drawing and
Architectural Design.
H. L. COLES, B. S., Assistant Professor in Chemistry.
W. G. RANELS, Superintendent of Shops.
WARREN R. SPENCER, B. S., Instructor in Mathematics and
Civil Engineering.
MRS. S. P. BURTON, Registrar.
BERT L. COMBS, B. A., Fellowship Instructor in Physics.,
Higgins'
Emancipate yourself from the use of corrosive and ill-
smelling inks and adhesives, and adopt the
HIGGINS INKS and ADHESIVES. They
will be a revelation to you
AT DEALERS GENERALLY
CHARLES M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs.
Branches 271 Ninth Street
Chicago and London BROOKLYN, N. Y.
ENGINEERING
MAGAZINE
THE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE publishes
the best original articles by the highest authorities
on all phases of current engineering progress.
Additional and exclusive features are: a Review
and Topical Index to the current contents of nearly
two hundred engineering and industrial journals;
Current Record of New Technical Books; Indus-
trial News; Latest Improved Machinery and Trade
Literature.
Every number is a valuable reference book for
every engineer or student of engineering.
Ask for sample copy and decriptive circular.
THE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
140-142 Nassau Street NEW YORK




THE quality of every bit of
material which goes into a
Walk-Over shoe is so perfect;
they are built by such skilled
workmen, and the thought of
comfort, style and economy is
so perfectly realized, that the
Walk-Over is unquestionably
the ideal shoe for students.
BUILT along these lines, forexacting and particular
wearers; and backed by our
absolute guarantee of satisfac-
tion, the student has an assur-
ance of correct appearance,
comfort, and satisfactory wear,
which cannot be excelled.
The prices are low as good shoes
can be made for and as high as the best shoe should
ever cost. $4.00 to $10.00.
CHENEYS'
Walk Over Boot Shop
651 Wabash Avenue






have come to look upon this store as
being the home of good tailoring.
We show all the latest" fashions in
style and fabrics as soon as they
come out.
Let us make you a suit; you know a tailored suit








cUT this advertisement out,present to us within thirtydays and we will allow you
25c on any purchase you make at our
store to the amount of $1.00 or over.
One advertisement only accepted
with each purchase or from any one
person.
The House of Foulkes Bros.





Phone 515 AUTO DELIVERY
High Class Tailoring in Connection
26 South Seventh Street
Our NeW Line of Fall and
Winter Hats Now
Ready
All the latest styles you'll
End -rs •
at 15 111 Cody's $2
HAT SHOP
715 Wabash Avenue
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WE DO THE LARGEST TAILORIN6BUSINESS IN THE CITY
"There is a Reason"
ED SPARKS





ST. NICHOLAS HOTEL, NORTH NINTH ST.
















rc Sr 775 Paten ted' three sizeA75c inuse nation-wide Ea declared indispensable
Eventually you will use it, if progressive.
Why not now?
 GET YOURS FROM ___
R. P. LONG-. '18
• 









Rooms 319 to 322
ROSE DISPENSARY BUILDING
Terre Haute, Ind.
CHORMAN & SCHLOSS are always pleased to show the "Poly Boys" everyattention within their power. Surely will take pleasure in showing you our com-
plete line of Sweaters and Furnishings of all sorts, along with the Hats, Caps and College
Chap Clothes we carry.
TAILORING
Our Custon Tailored Suits from $15 to $45
Are All Guaranteed
THORMAN & SCHLOSS, 666 Wabash Avenue
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
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 HEADQUARTERS FOR  





Watch and Jewelry Repairing Neatly Done
and Fully Guaranteed
A New Optical Department Has Been




—When You Think of Flowers
Think of
HEINL'S
129 South Seventh Street
TERRE HAUTE
BOYS
do not visit your girl without a box of our
CHOCOLATES
Our Candies made pure, clean and fresh
every day
Greek Candy Kitchen
676 Wabash Ave., near 7th St.
Hot and Cold Drinks Served at All Hours




TERRE HAUTE TRUST BUILDING
Six New Near=Competitors Within a Year
and Still First
The Colonial Dairy Lunch
F. S. Winslow, Owner
-The One White Spot in Terre Haute"
24 South Seventh St. Terre Haute, Indiana
-ANSCO
"The Amateur Camera of Professional Quality"
You will find a complete assortment
of the different ANSCO models at
our store. They are priced from two
to twenty-five dollars.
Arthur Baur's Pharmacy
705 Wabash Ave. T. H. Trust Bldg.
Great Northern Barber Shop
Opposite Big Four Station
Three Good Barbers
Our Work Pleases Particular People
TOLLIE SHELTON
Will Press Your Suit For 25e
WOODSIE D. FUQUA
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
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Joseph's SEMI - ANNUAL CLEAR-ANCE SALE IS NOW ON
From all men and young men's suits
IA Discount and overcoats. Th is includes a 11
Society Brand Clothes. 








We Carry a Complete Line of
Basketball. Football and
Other Athletic Supplies






TERRE HAUTE'S FINEST THEATER





and Standard Feature Photo Plays




The Best Ventilated Picture House




of all Lines of
Men's Furnishings
Now in Progress
Substantial savings on Shirts, Neckties,
Hose, Underwear and Pajamas.
Buy liberally now for
for later needs.
Xbe Aoot Dry oob5 Co.
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNTC—IT WILL HELP US.
